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Results from the Model Study of the Tracy Facility Crab Screen 

Background 
In the fall of 1998 the Tracy Fish Collection Facility (TFCF) (figures 1 and 2) 
experienced an invasion of Mitten crabs. The crabs are an exotic species that first 
showed up in the Sacramento River Delta about 8 years ago. The crab population has 
exploded in a relatively short period. The crabs have a 3-year life span. Crabs are born 
in the ocean, the young migrate upstream into fresh water where they live, then, when 
ready to spawn, they migrate downstream to the ocean to lay their eggs and die. It is 
during this downstream migration that the TFCF becomes inundated with crabs. The 
TFCF is responsible for collecting fish drawn into the Delta Mendota canal and returning 
the fish to the delta. Reclamation installed a traveling screen built by Farm Pump and 
Irrigation (FPI) Company as a temporary measure at Tracy in 1998 to determine if the 
screen could be effective at passing fish into the facility while removing crabs. Further 
testing of the screen was performed at Reclamation's Water Resource Research 
Laboratory (WRRL) in Denver, Colorado. 

Results 
1. Two different belt configurations were tested on the screen; the conventional wire 
belt typically used by FPI (figure 3a), and a custom belt developed by Reclamation 
(figure 3b). Laboratory testing showed that screen performance was very effective for 
removing crabs for both belts tested; however, the custom belt design with the plastic 
coated cable provides a larger area and smoother surface for passing fish than the 
standard wire belt typically used for collecting debris. The designs developed by 
Reclamation for the screen guide system and modified crab screen are shown in the 
Appendix A (drawings 214-D-24051 and WRRL 1). 



2. The crab screen will be set on a guide system that will allow the screen to be 
retracted periodically (appendix A; drawing CBFRAME) to flush fish and predators (that 
may hold up upstream from the screen). Guide ramps are located on both the 
upstream and downstream sides of the screen to minimize the formation of back eddies 
that might provide a haven for predators (drawing 214-D-24051 ). 

3. Operation of the crab screen at slow speeds<~ 2.5 fUmin) contributes to the 
effectiveness of fish passage through the screen and also works well for removing 
crabs. However, further tests will be needed in the field to determine the most effective 
screen speed if large numbers of crabs are present. 

5. Four-inch-long brushes will be attached to each of the screen angle stiffeners (at 
approximately 4-ft intervals) to assist in removing crabs and debris. The brush stiffness 
should be comparable to that designated as MSG 0.06 WSN (American Brush 
Company) (figure 4 ). 

6. A 4-inch brush will also be used to seal the space between the upstream ramp and 
the screen to prevent crabs from being pulled beneath the screen. 

7. A guide plate positioned parallel to the screen at a distance of 4 inches will be added 
next to the upstream face of the screen to capture the crabs after they are removed 
from the flow (figure 5). This will prevent their escape as they are moved up and over 
the upstream face of the screen and deposited into a hopper (figures 6 and 7). 

8. As a result of observations in crab behavior, it was determined that the best way to 
remove and dispose of the crabs, after they have been removed from the flow, is to 
deposit the crabs into a hopper located on the back side of the traveling screen. An 
auger will lift the crabs from the hopper into a dumpster or truck. The hopper will be 
fabricated by the water district. 

9. A spray wash system and rotary brush were very effective in removing crabs and 
debris from the screen and depositing them into a hopper located on the back side of 
the screen (figure 7). 

·10. Additional tests conducted with physical barriers look promising as a means for 
diverting and removing crabs (while still allowing fish passage) from the Tracy primary 
channel before they reach any of the louver structures. 

Test Set-up 
The traveling screen was tested in the Denver WRRL Laboratory in a 4-ft-wide by 
8-ft-deep flume. The screen tested was 4-ft wide by 12-ft high and was installed in the 
flume at an angle of 80° in order to provide adequate fish passage through the screen 
belt openings (figure 8). Four-inch-long brushes were attached to angle iron stiffeners 
(positioned about every 4 ft) across the width of the screen to assist in carrying crabs 
and debris up and over the screen. A floor ramp was installed upstream from the 
screen at a 5:1 slope to the height of the top of the bottom roller on the screen. This 



was installed to provide a smooth flow transition from the flume area to the open area of 
the traveling screen and to help maintain strong flow velocities along the channel invert. 
Initial tests showed that a rubber seal located at the end of the floor ramp to seal the 
space between the ramp and the screen was not adequate. High velocities in the flume 
pulled the rubber seal down beneath the screen. As a result, the rubber seal was 
replaced with a flat brush which performed well and will be included in the final design. 
The speed of the screen was controlled by a variable speed controller yielding a 
maximum speed of 5 fUmin. Testing was conducted with flow velocities ranging from 
about 1 fUs to 3.5 fUs measured in the center of the flume about 8 ft upstream from the 
screen with a Sontek acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) probe. 

Screen Cleaning system 
Both a high pressure spray wash and rotary brush were used. Water was supplied to 
the spray bars at a pressure of 60 psi and effectively removed debris from the screen. 
However, the field tests conducted in 1998 found that some crabs which held tightly to 
the screen were not removed by spray alone. A rotary brush was mounted on the back 
side of the screen about 1.5 inches from the screen face and about 12 inches below the 
top of the screen (figure 7). The rotary brush rotated in the same direction and turned 
at the same speed as the screen and was found to be very effective when used with the 
spray wash system. The spray wash system final design will consist of three spray 
wash bars, two directed at the top and one at the bottom of the rotary brush (WRRL 1 ). 

Screen belts 
Two different belt configurations were tested on the screen. The belt that was initially 
installed and tested on the screen was FPI's conventional wire belt weave similar in 
geometry to that of a chain link fence with 2-in-wide by 4-in-high openings (figure 3a). 
The second configuration used on the screen was a custom belt design developed by 
Reclamation using plastic coated cable laced through a series of eyelets welded to 
stainless steel support rods. The resulting screen mesh is a rectangular shape with an 
opening of 1.5 inches horizontal and 4.5 inches vertical (figure 3b ). The final mesh 
opening size for this custom belt was determined by tests conducted in the flume with a 
stationary wire grid used to determine the maximum size opening that would prevent 
movement of crabs to the downstream side (figure 9). 

Although both belts performed adequately in allowing small fish to pass through, the 
rectangular shape provided a larger area for the fish to negotiate and easier access 
through the screen. In addition, the vertical plastic-coated cables on the custom belt 
are softer and more flexible than the wire belt and are therefore more forgiving should 
any fish be swept into it at the higher velocities. Methods for clamping the cables 
together on the custom belt will be investigated, including methods that will allow easy 
adjustment of the cables should they stretch. 

Debris pick-up bars and 4-inch brushes extending the width of the screen were installed 
on both belts at approximate intervals of 4 ft. The purpose of these brushes is to assist 
in the collection of debris and crabs and to carry them up and over the steep face of the 
screen (figure 4 ). 



Investigations 

Crab Observations 
When the flow velocity in the flume was less than or equal to about 1.8 fUs the crabs 
were able to maneuver on the bottom of the flume fairly well. At these velocities the 
crabs were able to grab onto even small appurtenances in the flume to prevent 
movement if desired. However, most of the crabs did eventually make their way to the 
screen and grab onto the mesh until they were carried above the water surface 
(figure 11 ). When the crabs reached a height of 3 to 6 inches above the water surface 
they had a tendency to crawl or fall repeatedly back into the water. In general, the 
crabs that hung on for a longer period of time (including those that approached the top 
of the screen), eventually loosened their grip to crawl down the screen, and as a result, 
fell from the screen back into the flow where the process began over again. When the 
screen speed was increased, the crabs simply crawled back down the screen more 
quickly. 

For velocities greater than 1.8 fUs the crabs were readily swept onto the screen and 
were unable to back away from it. Their behavior was similar to that at the lower 
velocities except the crabs were less able to maneuver themselves into different 
positions and were sometimes pinned against the screen backwards or upside down 
(this was especially true for velocities greater than 2.5 fUs). However, at these higher 
velocities, the crabs became worn out quickly through their repeated efforts to stay 
within the flow. After a few minutes the crabs stayed on the brushes and were carried 
up and over the screen. 

Crabs were also tested at night since past observations demonstrated that they may be 
more active at that time. Although the crabs appeared to be more lively when tested at 
night their behavior in response to the traveling screen was similar to the behavior they 
exhibited during daylight. Therefore all subsequent testing was conducted during the 
daytime. 

Guide Plate 
As a result of the crab behavior exhibited in response to the screen, the screen was 
modified to include a solid steel plate (10-ft long by 4-ft wide by 1/4-in thick) installed 
parallel to the screen at a distance of 4 inches to allow passage of the brushes 
(figure 5). The purpose of the plate was to trap the crabs within compartments created 
by the plate and the brushes as they rose up the face of the screen (figure 11 ). The 
bottom edge of the plate was located 2 to 3 inches above the water surface so that the 
crabs would become trapped before they started their climb back to the water surface. 
This configuration proved to be extremely effective in removing the crabs from the flow. 
Most of the crabs were removed from the upstream face of the screen within a very 
short time. However, some of the crabs were able to escape over the edge or through 
bent bristles of the brushes to drop down to the next brush. The brushes used in this 
case were designated as MGS 0.036 (American Brush Company). A set of stiffer 
brushes (American Brush Company MGS 0.06) were tested and proved effective for the 
final design. The guide plate installed at TFCF will be controlled to maintain a 2 to 3-in 
clearance above the water surface. Plate movement will be activated by a water 
surface sensor which will feed into a controller and computer which will set the position 
of the plate with a drum hoist (figure 1 0). This type of arrangement was tested in the 



laboratory and worked well. In addition, the plate was modified using spring loaded 
rollers to allow lateral movement of the plate to provide expansion of the area between 
the plate and screen for passage of large amounts of sticks and debris (figure 12). The 
final design for the guide plate is shown in appendix A (drawing CPLATE). 

Although tests with this arrangement showed that a slow screen travel speed 
(~2.5 fUmin) worked well in removing the crabs from the flow, further experiments will 
be needed after the screen is installed at the site to determine the most effective speed 
for removing crabs since behavior may be slightly different for heathier crabs and large 
numbers of crabs. Keeping the speed slow is also more conducive to fish passage 
since it allows the fish more time to negotiate their way through the openings. 

Fish Observations 
Limited fish experiments were conducted using trout, splittail, striped bass, and blue gill. 
All tests conducted thus far with fish were conducted with the screen speed set at 
2.5 fUmin. An extensive study with fish was not conducted in the laboratory tests 
because prototype water quality and light conditions could not be simulated. Further 
fish passage tests will be conducted in the prototype. 

The following are general observations from the limited tests conducted: 

Trout- The trout ranged in size from about 3 inches to 10 inches in length. Two test 
trials were conducted with the conventional wire belt with six fish in each trial. Two 
trials were also conducted with the custom cable belt with six and eight fish per trial. In 
general these strong swimmers remained upstream from the screen throughout the 
experiments. The trout that went through the screen generally did so facing upstream 
into the flow. Occasionally a fish would swim back and forth through the screen when 
flume velocities were very low (less than 1 fUs). However, as soon as the flow velocity 
was increased above 1 fUs most of the trout swam upstream well away from the screen. 
One experiment was conducted for a 27 -hour period with 7 small trout and 2 large trout 
left in the flume overnight at a flume flow velocity of 2.0 fUs. All fish remained upstream 
from the screen during the entire test. However, many of the trout had found refuge 
from the high velocity flow by sticking close to the side walls where velocities were 
lower. 

Splittail- The splittail ranged in length from about 3 to 4 in. Only one test trial was 
conducted with the custom belt and eight fish. At velocities greater than 2 fUs about 
half of the splittail went through the screen easily and under control. They had a 
tendency to either swim forward well away from the screen or go through it after 
touching their tails to the screen. In general the splittail that went through the screen 
did so under control and remained in a position with their heads pointed upstream as 
they went through. The other half remained upstream from the screen, seeking shelter 
from the high velocity flow next to the wall where velocities were lower. 

Striped Bass - The size of the striped bass ranged in length from 3 in to 5 in. Two test 
trials were conducted with the conventional wire belt with five fish in each trial. Two test 
trials were also conducted with the custom cable belt with six and eight fish. Most of 
these species went through the screen at velocities greater than 2 fUs, although some 



would contact the mesh before going through. In these cases, the plastic coating and 
flexibility of the custom belt appeared to be more fish-friendly for passage than the 
standard wire belt. Like the other species some remained upstream from the screen. 

Blue Gill- The size of the blue gill ranged in length from 3 in to 5 in. Two test trials were 
conducted with the conventional wire belt with five fish in each trial. Two trials were 
also conducted with the custom cable belt with six and eight fish. These species are 
weaker swimmers than the other species tested and went through the screen fairly 
quickly at velocities greater that 1.5 fils. Often times they were swept sideways into the 
mesh. Some remained pinned against the screen for a short period of time before 
passing through the screen. One blue gill was caught between the weave of the 
standard wire belt and could not escape. Again, the custom belt with the coated cable 
appeared to have less impact than the stanuard wire mesh on fish passage, and also 
eliminated the potential for fish to be caught between the mesh weave. 

Additional testing with fish may be desired to determine if various species pass through 
the screen without sustaining injury. 

Debris 
Tests were conducted with aquatic vegetation (Egeria) and woody material to determine 
the effectiveness of the two screen configurations for removing large debris. Tests 
conducted with the standard wire belt showed good performance in removing debris, 
although some small sticks were occasionally caught between the mesh weave. The 
Egeria accumulated next to the screen and was carried out by the debris brushes. 

The custom belt also performed very well in removing large debris. Debris clung easily 
to the cable belt. As a result, this allowed more of the debris to be carried by the belt 
itself and reduced the amount of debris accumulating in front of the screen prior to 
being picked up by a brush (figures 12 and 13). 

Physical Barrier Tests 
With the exploding Mitten crab population, the numbers of crabs expected to arrive at 
the TFCF could be in the hundreds of thousands in the coming years. Therefore, a 
means for removing crabs from the primary channel may be necessary to keep the 
primary louvers from being plugged by crabs. The Tracy primary channel is nearly 
100-ft wide. Several alternatives were investigated to determine the feasibility for 
diverting crabs across to one side of the channel for removal. Physical barriers tall 
enough to block crab migration yet short enough to allow the downstream migration of 
fish were tested. 

Initial tests were conducted with a 6-in PVC pipe cut in half lengthwise to act as a crab 
barrier and to direct the migration of crabs into a trap (figure 14). The half-pipe was 
installed at a 45° angle to the side wall in an 8-ft-wide test flume with the open side of 
the pipe facing upstream. The tests were conducted with velocities ranging from 0.5 
fils to 3 fils. This arrangement was effective in directing crabs downstream into a trap. 
Fish introduced into the flow consisted of trout, splittail, blue gill, and striped bass. At 
velocities greater than or equal to 2 fils, about a quarter of the fish immediately went 



over the pipe. However, many fish found refuge from the high velocity flow close to the 
flume invert in front of the pipe. Many of these fish were also directed along the pipe 
into the crab trap. 

As a result of these investigations a new barrier system was developed consisting of a 
series of 6-in-high walls staggered at a distance and overlap of about 14 inches, and 
installed at a 45° angle (figure 15). The gap between the barriers was designed to 
allow bottom swimming fish an escape path between the structures while still directing 
crabs with a strong downstream flow current into a trap at the downstream end of the 
barriers. With this configuration, crabs introduced into the flume at a high flow velocity 
(> 2 fUs) were flipped over upside down as they approached the gap between barriers 
and were sometimes carried right over the barriers. This occurred as a result of a wake 
which formed due to the angle and proximity of the barriers. Fish introduced into the 
flow were sometimes caught in the wake and instead of continuing downstream 
between the barriers, became disoriented and swam in circles before finally being 
carried downstream. 

A third configuration was developed using dye to position alternating 4 ft and 2 ft 
barriers to eliminate the wake and produce a continuous downstream flow on both 
sides and between the barriers. The final configuration resulted in the 2-ft sections 
positioned parallel to the side walls and the 4-ft sections positioned at a 30° angle off 
the side wall (figure 16). This time several fish holding close to the bottom of the flume 
went through the gap between the barriers to continue their journey downstream. 
Crabs introduced into the flow sometimes stopped momentarily in front of the openings 
between barriers, but would then continue downstream into the trap at the downstream 
end. None of the crabs ventured through the openings. 

Although only a limited number of test cases were conducted with physical barriers, the 
investigations show good results. A continuous barrier may be successful at the TFCF 
since the depth of flow and turbidity is greater than that tested in the laboratory. This 
may result in more fish staying higher in the water column and going over the barriers. 
This arrangement may also be more successful with the barriers oriented at an angle of 
30° instead of 45° to produce a stronger downstream flow and minimize eddy 
formation. The second configuration of alternating barriers allowed fish an escape 
route through the barriers while still successfully moving crabs downstream into a trap. 
Although the barriers may still direct some fish into the trap, the trap can be designed 
with openings to allow fish passage; and may incorporate a traveling screen similar to 
the one installed in the secondary channel to remove the crabs and pass fish. 

be: D-8560 (Hanna, Mefford) 
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Figure 2. Plan view of the layout ofTracy Fish Collection Facility (TFCF). 



a) FPI's conventional wire belt. 

b) Custom belt developed by 
Reclamation. 

Figure 3. FPI's traveling water screen installed in Denver Laboratory's 4-ft flume (view from 
top). 



Figure 4. Brushes attached to screen help lift crabs and debris. 

Figure 5. Guide plate installed parallel to 
screen traps crabs to prevent escape. 



Figure 6. Crabs lifted to top of screen are 
confined by brushes and guide plate. 

Figure 7. Rotary brush installed on back side of screen to assist in 
disposing crabs and debris into a hopper. 



a) View looking downstream at screen. 

b) Side view through plexiglass wall. 

Figure 8. Traveling screen installed at 80 ° in the Denver Laboratory -+-ft-wide by 8-ft-deep 
flume. 



I Figure 9. Wire grid tested to determine 
optimum size for removing crabs and 
passing fish. 

Figure 10. Drum hoist used to lift clear plexiglass guide plate. 



Figure 11. Crabs trapped by rising brushes and clear plexiglass guide plate. 



Figure 12. Debris trapped behind clear 
plexiglass guide plate. 

Figure 13. Guide plate spring loaded rollers compress to allow passage of 
large amounts of debris . 



a) Half-pipe barrier used for model tests. 

6" Pipe 

b) Plan outline of half-pipe physical barrier. 

Figure 14. Physical barrier tested for diverting crabs into a trap. 
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Figure 15. Alternating barriers at 45 degrees; configuration 1. 
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Figure 16. Alternating barriers; configuration 2. 
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TRACY FISH COLLECTING FACILITIES A 
SltONlWrY LOI.N£R STRUCTIJR€ 

CRAB GUID£ PU.Tf: 
SCCTIONS AND D£TAILS 
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CBFRAME 

0 
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B 

A 

PlAN (CUIOC EXTCNSIONS NOT SHOWN) 
--~--

8 

4 

s- Detail 7 (CIJFRAMf2) 
for w 12, XJ t:ot~n«titllt 
Ia column 

<> 
I ... 

l---1-~-Column s- Detail 4 {CBF7WIE:2) 
W 10i45 

: it rf' .. 
.. ]hr m 

ff fiJI# II Ill .... .. ... Ill 

Orill 2· dia.. te thru ui•tlno 
I" plot• Ia all- pintting of 
Ct'Db "'"" abo.,. lhtt .ot.
surfoce. Option IO IM 
circvltlf" holt: .ould be o 

2" ,.,._... holtt. Posilitllt holtt 
bollom flush •ilh concroltt 

ccwb. 

ii IIi I I I fi ~. 0 

.. ~{l~J... 
··~-.... --.. -~ .. - ... ~-~-··--"·~-·-

INSTALlATION NOT£S: 
I. I nstoll crvb sc,...., supporl 

fi'Omfl to position the .rorlcin~ 
point {W.P.) olllttt Kreen hotS! 
althtt ( of lhtt S«ondory 
ch«tnel - •ilh lhtt tksiiY!d 
'opt~ position n ww,.,. in 
SECTION A-A. 

2. Inslalllhtt- top ._t 
bttom lo -ilion lhtt-... at 
allhtt ( of lhtt ~~ cmd 

"1: 
I ... 

I I 

--W.J 
I I 
I I 

J 

TOP BEAM PLAN (HOISTS NOT SHOWN) 

<> 
I ... 

Drill for- ,..,;tt. 
1- dia. _.itllt tlt>Chors 
•ilhhttl<nut.-~ 

£tnbttdmtJnt deplh moll "" 
DllftiS/6" 

2 

S... COLUIIN BAS£ PU.T£ 0£TAIL 

COLUMN BASE PlAN {EL. 12.00) 

SECTIONC-C 
{PU.TC: HOIST NOT SHOWN) 

1-21 

Anchor Noltt: 
c:..na.1• one/tor -lin moll btl 
lumislted ond inslollf!ld in occcw donee 
•ith eotnmfN'CiOI itl!nt dt::scri"ption 
CIA-A-A-1!12~ 

£ w 10• 45 -plaltt 

" 

PL I 

SCREEN HOIST PLATE DETAIL 
NOTES 

Welding .,n~>ols -ly to 1M joints of o// trtemben of 
simi/or identificotiOtt. 

All filial Wttltbt llholl btt ,.,,_ 
Cool oil •1.,.,1 ..xfocrtS with eptMy point. 
All slnx:furol sl"l llholl btl ASTU A.J6 unlns olhtlnriM notttd. 
Fittld llfNify concrwt• t:WOing for pl~l o1 
sln/C:I&NW column ban. 
Estimalttd night_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I 7,000 pounds. 
(ur:luding ,,., Wttighl of,,., hoists) 

LIST OF DRAWINGS 
CRAB SCREfN SUPPORT I7WE 
INSTALlATION- PlANS- SECTIONS- 0£TA.ILS _ C8FRAJIF: 
8£AMS- ASS£118LY- 0£TA.ILS ________ CSFRAM£2 
CUIOCS- ASSCWLY- 0£TA.ILS _______ CBFRAit/Q 
8£AMS- COLIMNS- (]£TAILS ________ CBFRAM£4 

ALWAYS THINK SAFETY 
rMIIOJIIIUD 

IID'WIDDit 1¥ .... lJtiiDIIOII 
aiiOtlltlT~IDI' 

COffli<L IOOLUY I'II'O.£CT - CALII'ORNIA 
0£LTA DIIIISION- 0£LTA- ~TA INTNt£ c::-L 

TRACY FISH COLLECTING FACILITIES 
SCCONDAirY LOUIICR STRUCTlJR£ 

CRAB SCREEN SUPPORT FRAAIC 
INSTALV.TION- Pu.NS- SECTIONS- DETAILS 

«S.R:JiillD_~-------~--~---------
----~---- ___ IIDC.~--~----------

COLUMN BASE PLATE DETAIL (TYPICAL) 
lo po.oilian lhct pial• hoist ,_--+---...."'--''------'../'----...LI-L--lJ'---4--
<TS !lho"" in SCC TIONA -A. SECTION 8-8(ROTATUJ) 

SECTION A-A{£XISTINCHANDRAILNIO u.DOERNOTSHOWN (£X I STING UPS~ OF:CK NOT SHOWN) 
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4 

CBFRAME2 

1-0 

Fit!ld lacote Olld drill /i dio. holtn lhru lo molch hole 
ield locale ond drill 1i dio. holm lhnl to pottem of BRACE: OCTAIL I Olld p<ovitle I dio. 
molclt hoi~ pgltem oYBRAC£ OCTAIL 2 Olld lou hd. bolls •ilh '-' IIIIIs Olld woslkNs 
protfi~ t dill. hu hd. bolts •ilh hu IIIIIs Olld -en 

J 2 

ield locote Olld drill N dia. holu thru to m<1lch hole 
pollfN'n of bluclrtlls Olld p<ovi~ I dio. 
ha hd. bolls •ilh hu t~Uts Olld woslkNs <l J 

CQiumn lop plate. PL I ~ 

PLj 

<J I NOT£: A,_, borIS •I• 0-IJ moy be subsliluled 
f..,. tile btocket f..,. tile norlh side brcx:n DETAIL .J (-Cl/FRAM£) SECTIONJ-J 

SECTION I-I {TYPICAL ~I.D£0 CONNCCTION FOR ALL W 10" 45 
8£AMS IN TOP 8£AM PLAN 

-<J SECTION H-H 
DETAIL 2 {-cBF1WIC) 

Kr> CXCCPT FOR SHCAI£ TOP SUPPORT B£AM) 

SECTION G-G H 

Ori/1 and lop for, 
and p<ovi~ J• 1 
shoulder lyp.. mochi~ 
eye bolt, SH NOT£. 

LV 

Fit~ld locoltl ond drill 
1 ,f. dio. holn lhtv f..,. Olld 
protfidl': 1 dia. hu hd. bolts •ilh 
tounutsOIId--. 

BRACE DETAIL 7 {SOIITH SIO£ BRACE: TOPS) 
Upstream SECTION N-N 
broci'::42 • .J

0 .JI -
Do.,sln:rom -

broci'::.J8.7 0 

BRACE DETAIL 2 SECTION P-P 
(I.JPST1l£AII ANO DOWNSTRC/111 BRACE TOPS) 

2-0 

DETAIL 7 (-CSF1WIQ 

ill N dio. holn lhnl 

1-7 

SECTION0-0 

SECTION 0-0 

ASSEMBLY 

4 

_b. 
G 

( w 10" 45"'1"-------11 
s... secTION s-s-
COLUIIN TOP PLAT£ 
OCT AIL ( -ct1f7WI£ 4) 

PL I 
l> SECTION E -£ (-cBFIWI£) 

K {ROTATCD (BR.ACCS NOT SHOWN) 
1 

J 

Top-. w 10.45 
Column lop plait:., PL I 
{DOWHSTRENI PLAT£ SIIIIUR) 

Orill N dio. holes lhnl f..,. Olld 

Field lacole Olld drill /i dio. holru lhnl to match hole 
potlem of broclrels Olld protfitle I dio. 
hu hd. bolls •ilh hu nuts and ....-, 

SECTION R-R 

i•ld locol• ond drill N dio. holu thnl lo molclt holtl 
pottem of broclrels and p<ovi~ I dio. 
httS hd. bolls •ilh lou IIIIIs Olld -en 

NOTES 
ond p<ovidel dio. lie• hd. bolls •ilh 
tounutsOIId-. DETAIL 7 (-CSFR.Wf){SHOWN) w:~:'lfOf' ~f:;:&f;Z,,to the joint• of oil ,..,.,.. of 

Ill/ filltll -Ids _,be n:tllmtld. DETAIL 9 (-aJF1W,I£}(SIIIIUR) 
Ori/1 /i dio. lhnl 

for I dio. bolls Field local• Olld drill N dio. holn lhtv Ia m<1lclt 
hole potlem of brocltels Olld protfitle I dia. L~~~•l 
IHut ltd. bolts with hex nut• ON/ ..ashet's 

DETAIL 5 (-C1:JFRNJ£)(SHOWN) 
DETAIL 6 (-C1:JFRNJ£)(SIIIIUR) 

2 

BRACKET DETAIL 
40 Rt:OUIR£0 

c- w 10 • 45 beam connections os-..... 
Ill/ httx hd bolts -//be ASTJI A.J25. golw.tilfld slttel, 
•ith hu nuts Olld ~ l+rNi~ boll ltMtJIM to ulond til 
II':OSI/" beyond llle 11uts. Tiglllt111 I dio. bolts Ia o minimum 
l-iM of 121rips, I dio. bolts to o minimum I~':<Uitlll of 211 
It ips. and t • dio. bolts to o m,.nimum letts ion of 5 r lti~n. 
CAntfN' all """'*-" Ott w 10 • 45 Olld w 12" .JO beams Olld 

guidnf OS nq&~if'tld. 
Coclt tlho<JitltN" tn>e. mocltiftl': ttye boll _, how:: o worlrilttJ 
1- limit of at least 5200 pouttds. 

ALWAYS THINK SAFETY 
UOCliOSWD 

.,...,.,.,. 0' "' lrtiDI/011 
.,.,., t/1" ~"" 

COI7JML '1/Al.I.IYPflOECT ·CALIFORNIA 
DCLTA DIVlSION- DCLTA - IOCJOlA INTN<C OW<L 

TRACY FISH COLLECTING FACILITIES 
SCCONOAJrr L()(NUl STJWCTIJR£ 

CRAB SCR£EN SUPPORT FRAME 
BEANS - ASSDIBL Y - OCT AILS 

~l'OC:ZI-~- ------~-~-- -------

'*---~------ __ .-oc. ....... _ -~-- ---------
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Flow 
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SOUTH GUIDE EXTENSIONS 
{S£CTION A-A) ( -CBFRAIIf:) T 

DETAIL 10 

SECTION T-T 

...... ~ 
... fl!litle 

e.feiUIOII 

5 

4 

DETAIL 12 DETAIL13 

0 0•0 0 
L /111 4• J, 

Plate tJUit» 
t:•tenslon 
C7~tl4.15 

Cut log tn shoom 

Field IOt:Oitt ond drill 
If dia. hole• 1/tru fOI' and 
pro~idtl J dia. he11 hd. balls 
with M• nuts ond wcuhen 

SECTION U-U 

See DeTAIL Ill 

SECTION Y-Y 

4 

DETAIL 16 , ... 

2 

IJHJIW-
111 I Chom/ty 

Plate tJUitle 
ute~Uion 
Cl11 14.75 

--c1oo 
DETAIL 22 

Drill lhnl, mold! dia. ol holn 
-patient itt ui•llttg angle, 

attd -i·- hd. balls, 
with lou ltCib - rrosher.l 

D£TAI L 24 {OPPOSITe HNiO) (SIII!u.R) 

• Field wrily CJtisl•"no dii1HN'I$ion 

DETAIL 23 
[ JII:/11JO 

DETAIL 21 
DETAIL 25(0PPOSIT£ HNiO)(SIIIIu.R) SECTION££-££ 

DETAIL 20 

L .J 11 .J 11 J._;...c:::::....-r-J'I 
UHIIW W_. •ldp 

I 11 J 1114-0 
BtN 2 It tJ It 14-0 

SECTION 88-88 

Ro.md bar I J dio. 

Bor 4 •/. olign flvsh 
l>allom of "'omd IKN 

PL J 11 0-711 0-5 

I.JI{IIW Weor strip _,.It r It 24-o 

SECTION CC-CC 

I 

i~ld local• ond drill I If dio. holn thnlfor- 1-· ________ _;_....:..._ _______ _ 

,.,_;dtl J dio. hell hd. balls 
•llh ~· 11vts ond .-ashen 

PINNING TOOL DETAIL (Two RCouiRfD) 

2 

UHMW ATTACHMENT NOT£: 
Drill. top, - covnt.,.ittlt fOI'- ,.,_i.nj" nainln. 
•tee/ balls, I" lang Ott 12" ceni<WS, to ollodl all"""" stdps 
to guide utensions. 

NOTES 
Welding :symbol• -ly ta the joints ol oil tnfll7lbcN7 of 

similar i*"tificotion. 
Alllillflf welds !lhall be retuntftl. 
All balls, J dio. and lotVfW, _,11 be ASTII ~ galwmin:d 

steel, .,;rh hell hd. nvts---.. 
Field -ify oil dim..,.iOttS- lettgtlls ol f1Uidtl t:OttMCiiCN11 

DCLTA~~r~~~~,_., 
TRACY FISH COLLECTING FACILITIES 

SECONDARY LOI.JVUl STRUC11JRC 
CRAB SCREEN SUPPORT FRAIJE 
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CBFRAME4 

~1 ~1 
( Sovll> lop- (W 10~45) 

i!; 
I 

"' 

I. 

BRACE DETAIL J 
(NORI"H UPSTRfjW SIOC BRACC TDP SHOWN) 

(NORI"H OOWNSTRfjW Sl 0C 8RACC TOP SI Ill v.R) 

5 

( Column (W 10 • 45) and 
_,,_,lop- (W 10" 45) 

{ North lop IHl<1tn (W 10 • 45) 

COLUMN TOP PLATES (-CBFIWtiCJ 

ill// dio. holu lhlv 

SECTION GG-GG 

I 

i!; 
I 

"' 

.-.----f-( Column (W 10, 45) and 

II 

doom5lreom lop- (W 10 If 45) 

( Column (W 10 • 45) and 
do.msllfiQm lop IHl<1tn (W 10 • 45) 

SECTION HH-HH 

J 

2 

j.II 

DETAIL 26 (-CBf"RAJJf) 

Drill for and protfi"- / lf(HI 
stHI cottar or cl..,is pin --LBII47/ 

Provide IO"dia.- with l"dio. 
11 0-9 tong IIIMI !lhofl (AISI 1045 eiHI) 

o,;, II dia. hotes lhi'V ,,. - provlt~e 
I rlla. ltu ltd. btllls with ltu nuts at>tl wolfhefs 

SECTION II-II 

2 

NOTES 
W=~~i'?or -=:;,.g:(;Z,_'" lho joint• al oil ,_.,.,. a1 

AJt fillet -1r1s """" btl mume<~. 
All 1tu ltd btlll• !lhoi/IM ASTII A.J25, tJO'-'izwd •IHI. 
with ho• nuts and W<Dhen. Provide l>i>IIIM<Jihll to ul- ot 
least J• ~ IM rtuls. Tigltlen l dia. btlll• loa minimum 
'""•ion of I :t ldps. I dla. btlll• lo o minimum ttltllfion of 28 
It ips. tlt'ld 7 • dio. bolts lo o minimum tetDion ol-' 1 ltlp•. 

ALWAYS THINK SAFETY 
""IUPU!S 

l/fDltllltDDIIOFHtrn'Oil'Oit 
IUICAI or CD.MWJtM 

cnmtoJ. \lltLCY PffOEt:r- CAUIORNIA 
DeLTA OllflS!OII -DeLTA - OOIIOI'A lNTAitE CA1o<L 

TRACY FISH COLLECTING FACILITIES 
SCCONOARY LOUVCR srRUCTIJR£ 

CRAB SCR££N SUPPORT FRIIJJ£ 
BEAMS- COLUIJNS- DETAILS 

«U00-~-------~-~~---------
~--~-------JI1lill~-~----------
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